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Chapter 1

Introduction

In daily life, consumers need to make purchase decisions. However. in every

decision making ituation, people cannot b sure the hoic they make will sati fy them.

This uncertain feeling when a consumer make' a purchas decision is referred as

perceived risk. Perceived risk varies with individual. due to purchase goals, prior

knowledge, intended usage, and involvement (Dowling & Staelin. 1994).

The emergence of new retailing vehicles as a result of technological development.

especially when used in direct marketing, has increased consumer uncertainty. Even

though risk may be increased, direct marketing has grown rapidly due to I) increased

number of women at work place, 2) a greater desire for leisure time for self-development

and creative expression, 3) increased stress on developing and maintaining individuality

in goods and service, 4) increased demand for specialty goods and services. and 5)

convenience in paying by credit card (Rosenberg & Hirschman. 19ROl.

Retailers and consumers have realized thc potential of television as a convenienl

source for in-homc shopping. Consequcntly. television shorPing has emerged as a part of

a system of distributing products and servIce to subscribing consumers. Television

shopping or home shopping by television means "a method whereby viewers call and

order products demonstrated on TV" (McKay & Fletcher, 1988) In comparison with

conventional store shopping, television shopping allows people to shop without leaving

horne. Time pressure, safety issues, rising costs of gasoline. expanded use of credit cards,

and increaSing inconvenience of store shopping, such as inconvenient store hours.



unsati factory in- tore service, and difficulty of parking have led consumer to use in

home shopping to save ti me, energy, and money. Therefore, retail establi hments su h as

Bloomingdale, Mac ' ,and ordstrom'. have expand d th ir potential market areas

without new store expen e . Today, television shopping channels offer a wide assortment

of consumer goods such as electronic appliances, jew Iry, and apparel.

However, the inability to evaluate merchandise attributes may cause onsum rs to

experience a greater amount of perceived ri k. The high perceived risk of buying only by

description may explain why many consumers are reluctant to shop at home despite its

recognized benefits. Cox and Rich ( 1964) reponed that the higher percei ved risk of

buying by telephone instead of in person was the most powerful factor differentiating

telephone shoppers from non-phone shoppers. However, perceived risk theory suggest

thal the level of perceived risk can be decreased by various risk-reducing activities such

as seeking information and becoming brand loyal.

Since Bauer's seminal article (1960), many tudies have investigated the construct

of perceived risk and risk-reducing strategies to investigate various aspects of consumer

behavior. However, studie have been conducted predominantly in the United States,

even though the level of risk will vary with the person as much as the type of product and

purchasing SItuation. Thus, international marketers must rely on information about

consumer behaVIOr which has been studied within the United States. The importance of

culture in analyzing consumers' response to the marketing stimuli has been investigated

by marketing scholars (Taylor, Miracle & Wilson. 1997; Keown, Jacobs, Schmidt &

Ghymn, 1992). However, cross-national research about perceived risk in relation to

television shopping is very rarc.
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This study te t the international applicability of the concept of p rcei d risk, and

the relationship between perceived risk and information expectations on televi Ion

shopping programs in two different countrie . Consequently, the finding of this study

will provide an important base for under tanding consumer attitudes and expectations and

building succe sful strategies to meet con umer need' in both national and international

markets. In addition. the re earch will provide marketers with knowledge regarding

selected clothing and service attributes important to the potential and pre 'ent consumers

of televi ion shopping channels in two countries.

TV Home Shopping in the U.S.

The first horne shopping channel began in 1982, which was titled the Horne

Shopping etwork. In that same year, Speer and Paxson renamed the program the Home

Shopping Club and put it on local cable TV. Annual sales soon shot into the millions.

By 1986, annual sales reached $160 million, then $730 million in 1988 and crossed the

$1 billion in 1991 (Popeil, 1995). In 1993, there were nine shopping networks: Home

Shopping Network I, II, Home Shopping Split, MacyfBloomingdale Shopping Network,

ordstrom Catalogue of the Air, QVC etwork 1, II. Value Vision, and Global Shopping

(Eicoff, 1994). One home-shopping channel, QVC, sold $1.2 billion in 1994,

representing 56 million orders from 4 million horne viewers. In the beginning, home

shopping was seen by many as a down-scale medium, far from the urban upscale

consumer that merchants often try to reach. Business Week reported in a IYY4 study that

TV shoppers of today are young, well-educated, relatively affluent, fashion conscious.

and not exclusively women (48 % of TV shoppers were men) (Popeil, 1995). According

3



to a market re earch tudy ("Meet the new competition", 1994), growth projections for

the next ten years range from $30 billion to 250 billion.

TV Home Shopping in the Republic of Korea

The first cable televi ion home hopping was started in August 199';, which was

titled Hi-Shopping. A second home shopping channel was added in 1996. named 39

Shopping. During the fir t year, Hi-Shopping's annual sale were 15 milli n (U.. :

Korea = $1: 920 won). The company predicted sales volume will be 217 million in

2000 (http://www.lg.co.kr/h_lg/company/etc/etc5.html) .

Purpose and Objectives

ThIS study investigates consumer's perceived risk and expectations of the

information about selected clothing and service attributes, and how that perceived risk i.

related to information expectations on television shopping channels. Moreover, the study

demonstrates cross-national differences between consumers in the .S. and the Republic

of Korea in relation to perceived risk and information expectations.

The reason for choosing Korea for this research is because Korea's lelevisioll

shopping network is relatively new. Consumers in Korea have been exposed to television

shopping networks only since August, 1995. In addition, very little research of this

market has been done, perhaps because marketers in Korea have little experience with

and information about this new vehicle for in-home shoppers. Thus, this study is

valuable in investigating cross-national differences and providing information about

Korean consumers to the marketers in Korea and international marketers In the U.S. who

have an interest in the Korean market. The second reason for choosing Korea is the need

for improved understanding of Korea's status as an emerging market. Due to the growth



of the Korean economy, total G P of Korea i for ca t to reach more than 800 billion

(with a per capita income of $13,000) by the year 2001, whi h will make Kor a one of the

10 largest economie in the world (Hong, 1993).

This study attempted to achieve the following objectives:

I. To investigate the level of perceived risk involving two hypothe 'IZ d buying situati ns

between American consumers and Korean consumers:

2. To explore expected information content underlying clothing purchases by televi ion

shopping channels between American consumers and Korean con umers :

3. To investigate the relationship between the level of perceived risk ancllhe information

expectations involvlllg two hypothesized buying situations.

Process Model for Perceived Risk and Information Search

FIgure I presents consumers' perception of risk and information search behavior

as one of the risk-reducing strategIes in purchasing situations. A consumer's evaluation

of a situation impacts hIs/her perception of risk in a purchasing situation. Whcn a

consumer perceives risk, he/she has expectation for information. If consumer's

II1formation expectatIOn IS not satisfied, then he/she will feel need for additional

information. Felt need for information leads to mformation search behavior as risk

reducing strategy. The consumer acquires information from various information sources.

then evaluate its results. Finally, the consumer makes a decision to buy or not to buy

based on his/her evaluation of results.

:)



Figure I. Proce model for perceived risk and inf rmation arch

RISK-Reducing Strategies

Hypotheses

It is thought that those with less experience with a shopping venue would perceive

buying from this venue as being higher in risk. Therefore, the following 20 hypotheses

were generated from the process model for perceived risk and information search.

Group I

H 1: Korean respondents will perceive higher perf0Jl11anCC risk than American

respondent.'; in relation to buying il high perceived fisk product.

H 2: Korean respondents will perceive higher financial risk than American

respondents In relation to buying a high perceived n 'k product.
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H 3: Korean re pondent will perceive higher social risk than mencan

re pondents in relation to buying a high perceived ri k product.

H 4: Korean re pondents will perceive higher time/conv nience risk than

American respondents in relation to buying a high perceiv d risk product.

H 5: Korean respondents will perceive higher overall risk than American

re pondents in relation to buying a high perceived risk product.

H 6: Korean respondents will perceive higher performance risk than American

respondents in relation Lo buying a Jow perceived risk product.

H 7: Korean respondents will perceive higher financial risk than American

respondents in relation to buying a low perceived risk product.

H 8: Korean respondents will perceive higher social risk than American

respondents in relation to buying a low perceived risk product.

H 9: Korean respondents wdl perceive higher time/convenienc risk than

American respondents in relation to buying a low perceived risk product.

HIO: Korean respondents will perceive higher overall risk than Amencan

respondent in relatloll to buying a low perceived risk product.

Group II

The second group of hypotheses refer to strategies consumers mIght use to reduce

perceived fisk to acceptable levels. These hypotheses were generated to identify the

relation between the perception of risk and information expectations.

HI I: If a respondent perceives higher performance risk in relation to hUylng a

high perceived rio k product, then he/she will expect a greater amount or information

about selected clothing and service attributes.
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H 12: If a re pondent perc ives higher financial ri k in relati n to buying a high

perceived ri k product. then he/ he will expect a greater amount of information about

selected clothing and 'ervice attributes.

H J3: If are pondent perceives higher social risk in relation to buying a high

perceived risk product, then he/she will expect a greater amount of information about

selected clothing and service attributes.

H 14: If a re<;pondent perceives higher time/convenience risk in relation to buying

a high perceived risk product, then he/she will expect a greater amount of information

about selected clothIng and service attributes.

HIS: If a respondent perceives higher overall risk in relation to buying a high

perceived risk product, then he/she will expect a greater amount of information about

selected clothing and service attributes.

H 16: If a respondent perceives higher performance risk in relation to buying a low

perceived risk product. then he/she will expect a greater amount of information about

selected clothing and service attributes.

H 17: If a respondent perceives higher financial risk in relation to buying a low

perceived risk product, then he/she will expect a greater amount of information about

selected clothIng and service attributes.

H 18: If a respondent perceives higher social risk in relation to buying a low

perceived risk product, then he/she will expect a greater amount of information aboLlt

selected clothing and service attributes.
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H 19: If a re pondent perceives higher time/convenience risk in relation to bu ing

a low perceived ri k product, then he/she will expect a greater amount of inf rmati n

about selected clothing and service attributes.

H20: If a re pondent perceive higher overall risk in relation to buying a low

perceived risk product, then he/she will expect a greater amount of information about

selected clothing and service attributes.

Assumptions

This study assumes that the level of risk perceived by consumers in different

countries will vary due to cultural differences. For instance, Kor an shoppers have been

exposed to television shopping for a short period, while television shopping programs

have been aired for more than one decade in the U.S. Television shopping networks are

relatively new to Korean shoppers. Thus, Korean shoppers might not be aware of how a

television shopping work and may not trust this shopping mode or television shopping

channels due to lack of direct and/or indirect experience.

Thi' study assumes that the perception of perceived risk will impact the amount of

expected lI1formation about selected clothing and service attributes.

This study assumes that there will be no differences between shopper who had

purchased an apparel product and those who have not experienced purchasing a apparel

product from TV shopping channel. According to Spence, Engel and Blackwell (1970),

there is no signlficant difference in risk levels between those who did and those who did

not purchase a specific product (I.e .. insurance) by mail.
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Limitations

The findings of the study have bias due to the following reasons:

1. The study involves use of a con enienc sample.

2. The respondents drawn in one state do not represent the entire .S. population.

3. The respondents drawn in one city in Korea do not repre nt the entire

Korean population.

4. Because the respondents' demographic characteristics are not compared to

averages for U.S. and Korean population, the sample may be unbalanced.

5. No analysis is examined on the influences of certain demographics. For

instance, income, which was not examined in the study, may generate

meanmgless differences between American and Korean respondents, because

most Korean students are supponed by their parents.

Therefore, finding will not be generalizable to all populations.

Definitions

The following operational definitions are used in this study.

I. Expectation: A person's prior belief about what should happen in a given situation.

2. Financial risk: The risk or chance that the outcome will harm the consumer

financialJy.

3. Information: A body of facts that are in a format suitable for decision making or in a

context thaI defines the relationship between two pieces of data.

4. Likert scale: A measure of attitudes designed to allow respondent. to rate how

10
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strongly they agree or di agree with carefully con tructed tatement ; se eral cale

item ranging from very positive to very negativ toward an attitudinal bje t may b

used to form a summated index (Zikmund, 1997).

5. Perceived risk: The amount or level of ri k in a situation as perceiv d by the

indi vidual.

6. Performance risk: The risk or chance that the product will not perform as expected.

7. Physical risk: The risk or chance that the product will physically harm the buyer.

8. Psychological risk: The risk or chance that the product will lower the con:umer's

self-image.

9. Social risk: The risk or chance that friends or acquaintances will deride the purchase.

10. Television shopping: People shop at home by viewing a television shopping channel

and order products demonstrated on television by calling a toll-free number.

II. Television shopping channel: The cable channel which carries 24-hour shopping

shows and sell products to its viewers directly.

12. Time/Convenience risk: The risk or chance that a decision will spend too much

time.

II



Chapter 2

Literature Review

The literature reviewed focused on five ar as: I) perceived risk, 2) c nsumer

expectation, 3) information content in adverti ing, 4) evaluative criteria in apparel

purchases, and 5) television shopping.

Perceived Risk

Since the concept of perceived risk was introduced (Bau r, 1960), researchers

have attempted to explain perceived risk in various ways. Perceived risk refer~ to the

nature and amount of risk perceived by a consumer in contemplating a particular purchase

decision (Cox & Rich, 1964). When a consumer is moti vated to make a purchase in

order to satisfy several buying goals, the consumer cannot be sure whether the purchase

will give satisfaction. According 1O Bauer (1960), an individual can resp nd to and deal

with risk only as he/she perceives it subjectively, and it docs not matt r whether the

situation is actually risky or not. The perception and amount of perceived risk depend on

the consumer'. subjective feelings, and these are believed to intluence her/his hehavior

(Cox, 1967).

Perceived risk consists of two major concepts, the negative or undesirable

outcomes of a decision and the probability that these outcomes will occur (Cox, 1967).

These concepts extend to how important it is to avoid the unfavorable consequences

(Vince & Zikmund, 1975). Taylor (1974. p. 57-58) explained perceived risk in the same

way.

12
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"Every choice situation ha two eparate t p s of ri k in olv d in the d cision.

One type of ri k i uncertainty about th outcome of the d cis ion and the other

type of ri k is uncertainty about the consequences of making a mi. tak . Both

types of risk are thought to be pan of eery deci ion making situation but in

varying importance to each other"

According to Bettman (1972, p. 394), perceived risk con isted of two

component. -inherent ri k and handled risk and was related to the product clas

"Inherent ri k is the latent risk a product cia hold for a consumer, the innate

degree of contlict the product class arouse in the consumer. Handled risk is the

amount of conflict a product class engenders when the buyer chooses a brand

from that product class in his usual buying situation. Thus, handled risk includes

the effects of informatIon and risk reduction processes as they have acted on

mherent risk"

It seems that the types of product. consumer, and the purchase situation inOucnce

the amount and type of loss involved in a particular purchase. According to Sarason.

Smith. and Diener (1975), situation effects accounted for an average of 12.8% or

behavior, personality accounted for an average of 9.4%, and demographic factors

accounted for an average of 1.5% of behavior. Dowling and Staelin (1994) also

explamed it in terms of four types of influential factors: purchase goals, intended usage.

prior knowledge, and involvement (ego, purchase, and product), whi h affect a person's

perception of risk.

A typJCal classification of perceived risk mcludes six dimensions: (a)

financial/economic risk, (b) performance risk. (c) social ri k, (d) psychological risk, (e)

13
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phy ica] risk, and (f) time/convenience ri k (Bettman, 1973: Co Rich. 1964;

Cunningham, 1967: Jacoby & Kaplan, 1972; Kaplan, O'Bannon, F ath r, Vann &

Dillard, 1988; Perry & Hamm. 1969; Roselius, 1971; yzbillo & Jacob. 1974).

Financial/economic risk wa defined a a combination of the subjectiv

uncertainty of losing money. Performance ri k wa' defined a. the subjective uncertainty

of selecting poor quality clothing. Social risk was explained a. the 'ubjecti uncertainty

of clothing purchase that will cause others to think les of him/her. Physical risk was

explained as the subjective uncertainty of selecting physically uncomfortable or

dangerous clothing. Psychological risk was defined as the subjective uncertainty of

selecting clothing that is not consistent with the way a persoll thinks about

himself/her elf. Each risk dimension is a combination of the consumer's subjective

perception of fisk and the importance of avoiding the negative consequences of the

decision. Finally, overall risk was defined as a combination of the subjective uncertainty

of all unfavorable consequences occurring due to a clothing purchase and the importance

of avoiding all unfavorable consequences. Til 1980, Winakor, Canton, and Wolins

examined fashion risk, but concluded that it is a part of the performance. social. and

psychological fisk that re earchers have identified prevIOusly.

Since perceived risk dimensions were introduced, many researchers in marketing

and consumer behaVior have tried to measure the perception of risk dimensions and the

relationship among them. O'Bannon, Feather, Vann. and Dillard (198~) studied

perceived risk using wheelchair-bound consumers in clothing purchase decisions.

Perceived physical risk was ranked as highest, and perceived social risk was ranked as

lowest for wheelchaIr-bound consumers. However, studIes with able-bodied re.pondenLs

14
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reported ocial risk \Va, ranked a highe t, and phy i al risk wa. ranked a lowest when

making clothing purcha e decision (Jacoby & Kaplan. 1972; Kaplan, zybillo & Ja oby.

1974).

Jacoby and Kaplan (1972) mea ured the relation among p rformance. social.

financial. physical, psychological, and overall ri k across twelv product categories,

including three apparel products. They found that performance risk was most strongly

correlated with overall perceived risk for eight of twelve products and. econd highest for

another three products. In their cross validation study (1974), they also found

performance risk correlated highest with overall perceived risk (.79). Financial risk

( .76), psychological risk ( .69), social risk ( .67), and physical risk ( .33) followed

respecti vel y.

Perceived risk also was related to consumers' shopping patronage. In Cox and

Rich's telephone survey (1964), when asked why they had not shopped by telephon

during the past year. nearly two-thirds of non-tel phone shoppers answered the perceived

risk was too great so they had decided to avoid this mode or shopping, This study also

found that highest-risk purchases included personalized items, high-priced products. and

high-style clothing where fit, fabric and fashion are important.

A eros national study regarding perceived risk level between American and

Mexican respondents was conducted (Hoover, Green & Saeger, 1978). The level or

perceived risk was higher for American respondents than for Mexican respondents, 'j /ley

concluded cultural differences, such as strong fatalism in Mexican society. influenced

different levels of perceived fISk in the U.S. and Mexico.

15
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Con umer Expectations

To under tand con umer satisfaction, re earchers have focu ed n th concept of

confirmation of expectation. Expectation are defined by Parasuraman, Zeithaml, and

Berry (1988. p. J 7) a "de ires or wants of consumers, i.e., what they feel a service

provider should offer rather than would offer." The confirmation of expectations

involves identification of a set of expectation which may lead to a purchase decision and

can be assessed in term of post-purchase evaluation, resulting either in confirmation or

disconfirmation of expectations (Prakash & Lounsbury. 1984).

From Prakash and Lounsbury' expectation studies (1984), three major types of

expectations were defined. The most frequently studied type is predictive expectation.

which refers to consumer beliefs about how a brand is likely to perform on certain

attributes. These beliefs may be formed on the basis of past experience. information from

advertising, and 0pll1ions of other people. This type of expectation deals with realistic

brand expectations. A second category is normative expectations. It is thought that there

is a norm or a standard that should be met in order for a consumer to be satisfied. The

major disadvantage of this approach is that it involves considerations of personal value,

cultural norm, socioeconomic philo ophy, and quality of life. A third type is comparative

expectations. which refers to expectatlons about a brand as compared to similar brands.

If the performance of the brand purchased is better than expectations about similar

brands, consumers would be satisfied with the purchase. Exp ctation~ do not represent

predictions about what a brand wi]1 offer. but rather what it ought to offer.

16
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Information Content in dverti ing

Information allows consumers to evaluate product attribut.e ,compare prices and

make more informed decisions (Elliott & Lockard, 1996). Du to thi ,adverti iog

scholars have spent considerable effort in documenting the amount and types of u. eful

information carried by advertisement.

According to James and Alman (1996), th re are two main observati ns to be

made about information content research. First, researchers have tended to focus on the

information content of advertisements in specific media classes, such as television or

magazines. A second is that the consumer s perspective, which has largely been ignored

(James & Alman, 1996, p. 76). If advertising is to be succe sful, it must be congruenl

with the expectations or needs of consumers. However, today, the question of what

consumers expect from advertising still remains unanswered.

Analysis of information content in advertising was inve tigated ystematicaJly.

using a coding scheme developed by R snik and Stern (1977). The coding scheme for thc

information content of advertising identifies the extent to which ,1n advertiscmcnt

contains one or more of fourteen information cues. Fourteen information cues comprise

the coding scheme, which is broadly used by researchers studying information contcll[

(EllIOtt & Lockard. 1996; Keown, Jacobs, Schmidt & Ghymn, 1992; Stern, Krugman &

Resnik, 1981; Stern & Resnik, 199 J). (See Figure 2.)

17
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Figure 2. Coding scheme for information cont nt analysi

• Price/value • Quality

• Performance • Component /content.
• Availability • Spe ial offers

• Packaging or shape • Guarantee and warranties
• ew ideas • Taste

• Nutrition • Safety

• Company research • Public research

In past studies of the information content of advertising. an advertisement which

possessed at least one cue wa. viewed as informative. The more cue possessed by all

advertisement the more informative it was deemed to be.

Resnik and Stem (1977) investigated information content of television

advertisements. Forty-nine percent of 378 network television advertisements contained

one or more informational cues. Only 16.1 percent communicated two informational

cues, while one percent of the advertisements had three or more CLICS.

Aaker and orris (1982) analyzed commercial informativeness product b

product from 524 prime time commercials. Commercials for clothing were rankcd in the

middle on the basi' of information content with an averagc of 18.3 cues, but were

perceived as less informative than other commercials such as those for services (i.e ..

credit card, insurance) and durable (i.e., auto, TV). Thi. finding is in congruence wltll

Stem, Krugman and Resnik' study (1981) of magazine advertising. Eighty-nine percent

(107 OLlt of 120) clothing advertisements were reported as informative ads, but ranked in

the middle as compared with other products such a. toys, electronics, or home

furnishings.

18
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Aaker and oni () 9 2) al 0 explored what characteri tics of c mmerci I are

perceived as informati e based on consumer p rception. Only 18.2 percent of the peopl

who had seen the ads described them a "informative". Charact ristics that w re

perceived a informative were: newness of object, product type. hard versus soft sell.

product clas versus brand orientatIOn, problem posed, expert testimonial, comparative

advertising, price mentioned, product component, product test, government sponsor d

test, number of distinct claims or thoughts, institution, product u e, new brand,

government association. public testimonial, and brand name mentioned.

Stem and Resnik (199) replicated their 1977 study to examine the changes over

the last decade in terms of the number and types of cues communicated and the

mformativeness of ads for certain product categories. The three most frequently

communicated types of information cues were related to (1) components or contents, (2)

performance, and (3) price or value. Significant increases in the usage of the followmg

types of informational cue were noted between the original and current studies: new

ideas, guarantees or warranties, packaging and shape, and special offers. In a content

analysis of advertisements hy product categories, apparel products were included in the

"other" product category which contained 1.088 cues compared with 0.917 in the original

study. However. this is not a significant difference. The most important finding is that a

much larger proportion of cable ads are informative as compared with network ads.

"Other" products had a much higher mean number of cues in cable ads than in network

ads (1.088 versus 1.590).

James and Alman (1996, p.79) explored consumer expectations of information

content in advertising. They identified broad classifications of different advertising types:
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corporate brand image, political. retail, public ervice, advocacy, direct re. ponse,

comparative adverti ing. (See Figure 3.)

Figure 3. Advertising types and summary description.

Retail

Advocacy

Political

Direct

Corporate

Brand image

response

Comparative

•
Promote a company's mi sion or philosophy

Tries [Q create a positiv portrayal of a given brand
of con umer product
Tries to persuade consumers to elect candidates to
public office or pa s issue or policies of public
interest
Usually carried out in local markets by
organizations an businesses to promote sales or
increase traffic

• Public service Serves social need. promotes social causes. or
educates the public
Tries to convince variou sections of the public to
accept an organization's position on some issues
Asks reader, listener or viewer for an immediate
response the message

Makes indirect or direct comparisons between
brands, implying that one brand is better than
another"

•

•

•

•

•

•

(Jame & Alman, 1996, p. 79)

They gathered information concerning what consumers expect to find in differenl

advertising types. Consumers appeared to expect most of the information in retail

advertising to be about products and services (40 percent), about the retailer (31 percent).

and pufferylhype. which is to be ignored (16 percent). In direct response advertising,

about forty-three percent was expected to pertain information about products and

services. Ordering information and puffery were expected in almost even amounts. 23.7

percent and 23.2 percent, respectively. Company background information. special
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offer/incentive information, and infonnation about competitor' wer e pect d, in that

order.

Elliott and Lockard (1996) studied the information content of inf mercial

program, which are somewhat similar to TV shopping channels. They used Resnik and

Stern's information cue to analyze 204 infomercials. A total of 1,189 cues were

presented in the 204 infomercials, with an average of 5.82 cues per infomercial. The

types of information frequently presented in infomercial were product or service

availabJlity (97%), components (87%), performance (77%), and guarantee or warranty

(739'0). Analysis was also conducted to determine if informalJon content differ d among

product categories. Infomercials for household acce ories pos 'es 'ed the greatest

information content (7.83 cues per program). This was followed by exercise equipment

(M= 7.63). health and beauty aids (M= 6.25), self-improvement products (M= 4.1 I).

business products (M= 3.91), and entertainment products (M= 3.80). The difference in

the number of informational cues for the product categories was significant.

Analyses of the information COllt nt of advertising in different countries has been

lI1ve tigated. Taylor, Miracle. and Wilson ( 1997) studied the elTectiveness of television

commercials with varied levels of information content (high versus low) in the U.S. and

Korea. Cultural differences (i.e., cultural context and individualism/collectivism) were

used as a basis for the study. Korea was defined as high context culture and low

individualism culture. They used 30 informational cues to determine the levels of

information content: price, variety of product, value, quality. size, economy or saving.

supply (quantity available or limitation). method of payment. dep ndability or durability.

nutrition or health, taste, sensory information (other than taste), component or contents,
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availability, packaging or shape, guarantee or warranty. safety, indep nd nt research

re ults, company research re ult . re earch from unidentified ourc s, new idea or new

use, performance or result of using, u er's atisfaction or loyalty, uperior laims,

convenience in use, special offer or event, new product or n wand improved feature.. u 'e

occa ion, characteristics or image of users, and company information. content analy IS

showed that Korean and US. ads contained different lev Is of information, with Jess

information cues in Korean commercials than American commercials, and the

subjects preferred commercials with high levels of information whereas Korean subjects

did not how much preference for either high or low information levels. They concluded

that cultural difference' (i.e., high context and low individualism in Korean society)

might cause high information levels to be received Ie favorably in Korea than in the

u.s.

Another cro s-cultural study was conducted in the U.S., Japan, the People's

Republic of China, and Korea (Keown, Jacob", Schmidt, & Ghymn, 1992). American

television commercials have the highe t number of informational cues per advertisement

(2.68), followed by Japanese (2.14), Chinese (1.90), and Korean (1.86) commercials.

Commercials in Japan. the U.S., and Korea had at least one cue per commercial, while

four Chinese television commercials (8%) had no cues. They also found that frequently

used informational cues varied by countnes. Performance, components/contents, and

availability were frequently presented in U.S. commercials. Quality, availability, and

price/value were frequently used in Korea commercials. Components/contents,

availability, and performance were frequently presented in Japanese commercials, and

quality, availability. and performance were frequently used in Chinese commercials.



Korean and Chinese adv rtising make frequent note of qualit . while merican

and Japanese advertising tr s performance and compon nt or c ntents. ailability is

a cue used frequently in all four countrie . Overall t pes of media. including new paper.

radio, and magazine, American advertising i the mo t informative and Kor an

advertising the least informative. with Japanese and Chinese adverti:ing somewhere in

between.

E\'aluative Criteria in Apparel Purchases

After finding that perceived risk is a very important factor in consumers' decision

making processes, researchers have investigated the relationshIps of various risk-r ducing

strategies. such as information search. Cox (1961) suggested that information search was

classified into (1) seeking information on the probable consequences of buying decisions

and (2) relying on existing information obtained from pa t experience of self and/or

others.

Study for identification of the kinds of information that a consumer requires or

wants when makin rr his/her purchase decision is rare. This is particularly evident in the

area of fashion goods. One study attempted to investigate what consumers of fashion

want to know prior to purchase. Martin (1972) founel that price (8690) was the most

requested information when consumers made buying decisions, followed by color (74%).

material content (64%), brand name (44%). store identification (35%), and garment care

(3590), respectively. A ranking of the infonnational factors by importance of use showed

that price and the physical properties of the garment, such as color and material,

contributed to the buying decision more than did psychological factors such as brand.

store, and salesperson's evaluation of quality and style.
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Seitz (1988) tudied information needs of catalog hoppers. The tud explored

the relationship between the five selected clothing attribut and demographics of catal g

shoppers. About two-thirds of the respondent on idered price and garm nt care

information vital to clothing purcha es made through catalogs. Price was c nsidered

important to respondent at all educational levels tested: however, re 'pondents who had

attended college or graduated from colJege regarded price as somewhat less important

than other respondents. Fifty-five percent of the re pondent consider d fabric important.

and 47 percent considered color important. Forty-five percent of the respondents reported

style as important to their c.lothing purchase. In general, as the respondent' level of

educatIOn increa 'ed, the importance attributed to style also increased. Style was

important to respondents living in urban as opposed to rural areas. However, only 18

percent said that brand names were important, while 58 percent noted brand names were

either not important or least important. The interesting finding was that a maJonty (02

percent) of the married respondents reported brand name as not important I' less

important compared with 44 percent of single respondents.

The identification of the kinds of information which the consumer requires or

wants to make his/her purchase deciSion has been studied in terms of apparel selection

criteria or evaluative criteria. Knowledge of evaluative criteria may he useful to find the

type of information the can 'umer use in evaluating the product. AccordIng to Engel,

Kollat and Blackwell (1973), evaluative criteria were described as concrete

manife'tations of the consumer's underlying values and attitudes, stored information and

experience, and various psychological, sociological. and economic influences. Therefore.

people's need vary not only in terms of products but also in terms of information.



Jenkin and Dickey (J 976) tudi de aluative criteria und rl ing clothing

decision of low r and middle 0 ioeconomic I v Icon. urn r . Re ear her n ted that

aluative criteria are the 'pecification or tandard u ed b on umer' in comparino and

a essing alternative and playa promin nt role in the decision proces . The us d 22

product- and per on-related variable to discriminate among the consum r segment " and

divided consumers within middle and lower socioeconomic levels into four life-style

profiles on the basis of the two major dimen ions (i.e., appearance orientation and

practicality orientation). In this study. the most effective variables in di criminating

among the segments were six clothing-related evaluative criteria, such as quality

conscious, appearance-brand con cious, economic conscious, approval onscious, care

performance conscious, and refinement conscious. Quality conscious u was indicati

of high standards of quality in fabric. constructIOn details, performance. and fir:

wi llingness to hop carefully and use avai table information cues in the decision process.

Appearance-brand conscious use was uggestive of high appearance standards: good

fabrics and fa, hlOnable styles that were well made, fit smoothly, and were somewhat

versati Ie; wi llingness to pay more for brands was indicative of good taste. Economy

conscious use was indicative of eagerness to get the best clothing value for the money;

willingness to shop around. to buy often at sale', to buy secondhand clothing, and to

sacrifice quality for quantity. Approval conscious consumers were associated with the

desire for the appro alof ignificant others; chooslIlg clothing that would be approved by

one's circle of friends; appearance and what others think wa more important than quality

or durability. Care-performance con.cious consumers were interested in and actively

sought clothing that was easy to care for: they avoided items which might show soil
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quickly or fail to perform a expected; indicative of concern for olors and designs which

would fit into the existing wardrobe and be acceptable to family and friends. Refinem nt

conscious can umer were indicative of conservative ta te expre sed in edate. tyle;

preference and wilJingne's to pay for brand names. It seems that consumers' use of

certain evaluative criteria were related to personal value and interests and 'ocial factors,

CassilJ and Drake (1987) inve tigated the relationship of life-style and evaluative

criteria for apparel. Evaluative criteria used in thi study were pleasing to others, brand

and store name, quality of construction, fiber content, uitability to individual, pric , good

buy, appropriatene s for occasion, good fit, durabi lity, fabnc type and quality. ea. e-of

care, comfon. beautiful or attractive, fashionable, color, sexy, and prestige. Life-style

factors were self-confidence, attractive/fa hionable, satisfaction with lif , traditional, pro

American/education, pnce conscIOus/information seeking, modern traveling/spending.

and mobile/impulslve. They concluded that the specific relationship between the lJte

style and evaluative criteria are modified by the specifics of the situation in which th

product is used (i.e., employment or social occasion)

Eckman. Damhorst and Kadolph (1990) attempted to identify criteria considered

by consumers of retail store purchases in a field setting. In this study. researchers

categorized 17 criteria into four dimensions: aesthetic criteria, usefulness criteria,

performance and quality. and extrinsic criteria. The aesthetic criteria included

color/pattern. stylll1g, fabric, uniqueness, and appearance. The u efulness cmena

included versatility, matchlllg, appropnateness. and utility. The performance and quality

criteria were fit, comfort, care, and workmanshIp. The extrinsic criteria were price.

brand. and competition. During the interest phase, color/pattern, style, and fabric were
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the most important criteria in influencing selection of garments from the tor, while

during the trial phase, fit, style, and appearan e were more important in determining

rejection or adoption of the garment . Researchers found that the observable aesthetic

criteria were u. ed more often than extrinsic criteria such a. price or brand name for

clothing evaluation. However, when researchers a ked con umers to rate criteria.

consumers tended to assign more salience to extrinsic characteri tics than th y did in the

field setting.

Hirschman and Krishnan (1981) examined the validity of a distinction b tween

objective and subjective evaluative criteria relevant to the selection of department stores.

They found evidence that consumers use evaluative dimen ions compo. ed of both

subjective and objective criteria. More specifically, they asked respondent to indicate

whether each evaluative criterion was very important, moderately important, or very

unimportant in deciding where to shop. They found objective and subj ctive evaluative

criteria simultaneously exist among three dimensions. The first factor (aesthetic/servic

dimension) which was reponed as very important included objective evaluative criteria

such as sal s clerk service, store credit. and bill1l1g policies and subjectiv criteria such as

store layoLlt and atmosphere and merchandise display. The second factor (merchandise

dimension) wa associated WIth merchandise quality, merchandise variety. and the store"s

guarantee/exchange/adjustment policies as objecllve evaluative criteria and merchandise

display and store layout/atmosphere as subjective criteria. The third factor (economIc

utility dimension) included store location, merchandise price, real .. ale saving. and

credit/billing poliCies to be composed of objective attributes.
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O'Bannon, Feather. Vann, and Dillard (1988) tudi d importance of cI thing

Information using wheelchair-bound con urn r in clothing pur ha e decisions. he

selected price. selecting mix and match garment caring for clothing, fiber ont nt,

budgeting the clothing allowance, where to wear certain sty les, selecting acces ories,

fashion trends in the town where you live, brand names, and fa hion trends in a big city.

The majority of the respondents rated information about price, caring for clothing,

coordination of garmcnt, fiber content, and budgeting the clothing allowance as quite

important..

Television Shopping

The emergence of home hopping offers a unique opportunity to study a

di tinctive type of adverti ing. TV shopping programs use a company spokesperson.

called host or hostess, who show how the product works and then flash a phone number

on the screen for viewers. TV shopping programs consi t of two main program segments.

The fir t egment attempts to inform and persuade viewer, whereas the second segment

offers viewers an opportunity to purchase the producL without I aving home. TV

shopping represents a hybrid medium: part television commercial, part direct response

advertising.

Home shopping IS already $2.5 billion and industry is undergoing a dramatic 20

percent annual sales growth ("Meet the new competition", 1994) Television shopping is

an important marketing venue as the number of potential shoppers is very high: t1~N has

69 million potentIal viewers; QVC has 59 million viewers ("Capturing customers",

1997). Furthermore, HSN and QVC plan to expand their shopping channels

("Teleshopping retailers revamp". 1996).



Re earcher have attempted to id ntify can umer segment and demographic file

a well a benefit provided by TV shopping. lame and unningham (1987) explored

motivational, attitudinal, psychographic, and socioenvironmental charact ri tics of

television hoppers. This tudy revealed significant diff rences between dir ct marketing

television shoppers and non-shoppers. Affiliation and onvenience moti ation. attitude

toward risk, and social isolation were u ed for cia sifying differences betwe n TV

shoppers and non-shoppers. People who engage in tel vision shopping are more likely to

be guided by convenience and affiliation motivations, and th y tend to be females,

younger, highly ocially isolated. less likely to be black, and less likely to have a

nontraditional marital arrangement. This research provides a general understanding of the

determ inant charac teristics of television shoppers.

McKay and Fletcher (1988) also studied consumers' attitudes toward television

shopping. They explored consumers' attitudes by asking what were the advantages ancl

disadvantages of traditional shopping, mail order, and TV shopping. Respondents

considered television shopping to be ea y, quick and convenient, to offer breadth 01"

choice, asy comparison of price, door-to-door delivery, and relief from transportation

and parking problems. Furthermore, TV shopping increases leisure time and relieves the

burden of recallmg and retaining information concerning products from memory.

However, TV shopping disadvantages include the inconv nience of damaged goods in

transit, refunds. and waiting for delivery. Researchers noted some consumers considered

teleVIsion shopplllg to have no perceived relative advantage over conventional shopping

methods becau.'e it was rated negatively on a number of dimensions. They concluded
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that con. umer demand for televi ion hopping rvi e will r main at a 10 Ie el a long

a the majority of con umer derive plea ure from traditional hopping.

Other research howed different results. In a market research stud ("Me t the

new competition". 1994), consumers were less excited about shopping. In tad,

consumers were focu ed on replenishment rather than acqui. ition. Consumers wanted

value, speed. convenience, and the ability to compare prices. Theyal 0 would pa mol'

for speed and convenience. The majority of consumers like a great d al of information

before they purchase an item. TV shoppers noted well-stocked and broad merchandise

selection, good quality. convenience, quick checkout, knowledgeable sales help, easy to

return or exchange, and safe and secure shopping envIronment as advantages. This

research suggested several strategIc methods to motivate television 'hopping: discounts,

free returns, free gifts with purchase, etc.

Harden (1996) investigated consumers' attitudes regardIng the use of TV

shopping for apparel through a focus group discussion. Findings showed that older

women viewed TV shopping as more advantageous, and viewed TV shopping as

entertainment and as a way of' alleviating loneliness. They felt that the quality of

merchandise was good and selection was unique. Disadvantages of TV shopping were

addIcted or hooked buying behavior and some of the hosts were perceived as obnoxious.

Younger participants indicated merchandise was good quality and less expensive than

simllar products in catalogs. However, some participants repol1ed that products were

ugly, gaudy ancllooked cheap. The perception of the convenience of returning products

was viewed differently among younger participants. Some viewed it as convenient due to

"no questions were asked", others felt it was inconvenient due to repackaging and paying
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for return shipping. Anoth r di advantag of T shoppino for appar I include the

amount of time n eded to wat h for de 'ir d produ t to be di pIa ed. dditional

disadvantaoe ere unreliable izing. diffi ult. in vi ualizing appar I fit. and

offensiven .- of ho. ts perc i ed a. ph ny. Both older and oung r participants indicated

a need for .-elf-di 'cipline to prevent addicted or hooked buying behavi r.
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Chapter 3

Methodology

This study investigated difference. in perc Ived risk and expectations of the

information content on lelevi ion shopping programs involving two hypothesized buying

situations. and how perceived risk is related to information expectations of consumers.

Moreover, the slLldl' demonstrated cra s-national differences between consumers in the

U.S. and KoreJ.

Dependent Measure

The dependent measure for the study was based on the literalLlre review. There

were four sections: purchasing experience, perceived risk. information expectations, and

demographic information. Questions regarding purchasing experience from television

shopping channels. perceived risk. information expectations. and demographIcs are

included.

The level of perceived risk was rated by using a five-pC}lfll scale to indicate

feeling.' about the degree of oncern Involved in two hypotheSized purchasing situations.

The first purchasing situation was related to buying a winter coal. A winter coat was

considered as a product hIgh in economic risk and social risk (Prasad, 1975). The second

purchasing situation was related to buying underwear. According to Cox and Rich

(1964), underwear is a frequently purchased apparel product and is low in perceived risk.

In addilion, underwear was also ranked at a low level in economic and social risk in

Prasad's study (1975). Two products were selected to extract clear comparisons in the

perception of risk dimensions.
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Que tion concerning financial ri k, ocial ri k, performan e ri k.

time/convenience risk, and overall ri k were adapted from Stanforth and Lennon's study

(1996) of TV shopping. The dependent mea ure consisted of twelve que tion : four

que lions about performance Tlsk, two que tion about financial risk, one question about

ocia] ri k. four que tions about time/convenience risk, and one question about overall

risk.

Information expectations were examined by asking respondents to indicate their

feelings about how much information they expect from television shopping programs.

Expectation. were rated on a fi ve-point scale, with 1= not at all and 5= a great deal.

A total of 23 items concerning informational cues was gathered from the literature

review on the information content in advertising, evaluative criteria in clothing selection,

and content analysis of television shopping programs. Twenty-three informational cues

used III the study are:

Clothine. attributes: quality, color, stylish/fashion, care method, fiber content.

fabric structure. size information, fabric hand, price, quantity 1nformation. country

origin, designer, brand name information.

Service attributes: measurement information, payment method. easy payment

price, delivery information. special delivery service. order takers phone number,

money back guarantee, other users opinions, how item should be worn/used.

whether item is good as a gift.

The dependent measure gathered demographic data including age, year in school,

college, and marital status in order to aid 10 data analysis and descnption of the arnples

in the U.S. and Korea.
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To te t the readability of que tion before di tribution, the dep ndent mea ur wa'

pretested with 6 female graduate students and 30 femal undergraduat student in th

College of De ign. Hou ing, and Merchandising at Oklahoma Stat niversity.

The dependent measure for Korean students wa . tran 'Iated to K rean by three

bilingual student. In order to en ure that th que tions were properly translated into

Korean, the re earcher used the back-translation process. The translated depend nt

measure was pretested by 10 Korean female students at OSU for readability.

Selection of the Sample

The sample in this study included 196 American female students and 202 Korean

female students in two countries. American female students were drawn from Oklahoma

State UniverSIty in Stillwater. Oklahoma. Korean female students were drawn from 1

Hwa Women's University and Sook-Myeng Women's University in Seoul, Korea.

Female students 111 classes offered by different colleges and majors were selected to

produce a heterogeneous sample.

Data ColJection

The initial contacts were made to instructors through personal communicatioll

soliciting their assistance 111 alJowlIlg distribution of the dependent measures In the U.S.

The dependent measures were delivered by the researcher to selected classes in January,

1998.

In Korea, the inJtiaJ contacts were made to library supervisors in two women'~

ul1Iversities. I-Hwa Women's University and Sook-Myeng Women's University through

personal commul1Ication soliciting their assistance in allowing distribution of the

dependent measure', and were delivered in December, 1997.
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The respondent weI' told that the urvey wa d igned to inv tigate their need

and attitudes regarding television shopping networks. Aft r receiving d p ndent

measures, participants were a. ked to pend 10-15 minutes completing and r turning them

to the r earcher. In total. 398 dependent measures w re distributed.

Data Analysi

To investigate the level of perceiv d risk, th researcher calculated the mean

scores of five dimensions of perceived risk, which represent the level of perceived risk.

Data were analyzed u. ing 2 (Nationality) x 5 (Risk dimension. ) A OVA to identify the

significant differences in the level of perceived risk between American and Korean

respondents.

To identify important informational cues in a certain buying situation, the

researcher measured the mean -"cores of 23 informational cues. and the nine highest rated

mformation cues were selected. Analysis of variance statistical procedure was useclto

identify the significance in mean score' for the 23 information cues between American

consumers and Korean consumers.

To explore the relationshi p between the perception of pcrccl ved rIsk and

mform::l\ion expectations about 23 information cues on telcvision shopping programs, the

perception of risk was used to create two groups, a low perceived risk group and a high

perceived fISk group. The respondents who ranked risk dimensions from 1.00 to 3.00

were labeled as being in the low perceived risk group, and those ranking the risk

dImensions from 3.01 t05.00 were labeled as being in the high perceived risk group. Chi

square analysis was used lo compare respondents' risk perceptIons with their information

expectations.



Chapter 4

Results

The study inve'tigated the differenc s between Americans' and Koreans' level of

perceived rio k and information expectations involved in two hypothesized buying

situations via televIsion shopping channels. The analyses were organized around twenty

hypotheses given in Chapter I. Analysis of variance and chi-square analysis were used to

examine the differences between American and Korean consumers.

Description of Respondents

Respondents consisted of 196 American female students and 202 Korean female

students. Demographic characteristics of the respondents are given 111 Table I. Ninety

two percent of American respondents were between 18 and 22, while only eight percent

were 23 or older. For Korean respondents. sixty-six percent were between 18 and 22, and

thirty-four percent were 23 or older. A majority of American and Korean respondents

were single (88 percent VS. 97 percent). (See Tahle I,)

A majority (99 percent) of American respondents were in undergraduate program.

while eighty-four percent of Korean respondents were in undergraduate program. Firty

seven percent of American respondents and eleven percent of Korean respondents were Ir1

the College of Human Environment Science. Thirteen percent of American respondents

and forty-one percent of Korean respondents were in the College of Arts and Sciences.

Eighteen percent of American respondents and nine percent of Korean respondents were

111 the College of Business Administration. Eight percent of American respondents and

nine percent of Korean respondents were 111 the College of Education. Only three percent
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of American re. pondents and thirty percent of Kor an respondent wer in another

college. (See Table I.)

Table I. Demographic characteristics of re pondents

Variable American (N=196) Korean T=202)
N % %

Age
IR-22 180 92 133 66
23-25 4 2 54 27
26-35 7 4 15 7
over 36 :; 2 0 0

Year in School
undergraduate 195 99 170 84
graduate 1 I 32 16

ColleQ:e
HES 112 57 22 11
Arts & Sciences 26 13 82 41
Business 36 19 19 9
Education 16 8 19 9
Other 6 3 60 30

Marital Status
single 173 88 196 97
married 19 10 6 3
other 4 2 0 0

Differences in Experience with Television Shopping Channels

Sixty-four percent of American respondents have watched a television shopping

channel, while only 40 percent of Korean respondents have watched. The results of chi-

square analysis Indicated that there was a significant difference between the percentage of

American and Korean respondent. who had experience with d television shopping
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channel (X2=23.27, p< .00 I). majority (94 p rcent) f Am rican respondents watch

Ie than once a week. and sixty-one percent of K rean r . pondent watch less than once

a week. The chi-square analysis indicated the frequency of watching a television

shopping channel was significantly different betw en Am rican and Korean respondents

(x~ 34.698, p< .001), with Korean respondents watching more often. ( e Tablc 2.)

Only two percent of American and Korean re pondents have purchased apparel product

from televi. ion shopping The most frequently purchased product was jewelry.

Table 2. Frequency distribution for TV shopping watchers

American (N= 196) Korean (N=202)
N % N

Never watch 7\ 36 122 60
TV shopping watcher 125 64 80 40

Everyday 0 0 4 5
5-6 times a week ') ') 4 5
2-4 times a week 3 2 15 20
Once a week 3 2 7 9
Less than once a week 117 94 47 6\

Differences in Information Expectations

Respondents' mean scores for the expected informatIOn content about selected

clothing and service attributes IJ1volving buying a high perceived risk product. the winter

coat, were computed. The results of chi-square analysis for mformation cues indicate that

information expectations for size, measurement, designer, brand name, payment method,

easy payment price. delivery, special delivery service, order takers' phone nurnber, and

other user's opinion varied with the respondents' nationality. (See Table 3.1 Information
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expectations for all information cue' were higher for the meri an re pondents than f r

the Korean respondent, except information expectation for the ord r takers' ph ne

number.

Table 3. Summary of chi-square analysis for information cues
and nationality for a high ri k product

Information cues df

Size 4
Measurement 4
Designer 4
Brand name 4
Payment method 4
Easy payment price 4
Delivery 4
Special delivery ervice 4
Order takers' number 4
Other users' opinion 4

25.871
68.353
70.569
33.834
49.572
19.071
56.966
10.046
9.904

22.175

p<

.001
.001
.001
.00 I
.001
.010
.001
.050
.050
.001

Chi-square analysis indicated that information expectations varied with the

respondents' nationality when considering buying a low perceived risk producl. (See

Table 4.) Information expectations for color, stylish/fashion. fabric structure. size.

measurement, quantity, designer, brand name. coordinate method, payment method. easy

payment price. delivery. special delivery service, money hack guarantee. and other user's

opinion were higher for the American respondents than for the Korean respondents

except information expectation for the appropriateness as gi fl.
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Table 4. Summary of chi-:quare analy i: for information cues
and nationality for a low ri k product

Information cue df X2 p<

Color 4 15.289 .010
Styli h/fa. hion 4 44.089 .001
Fabric structure 4 13.191 .050
Size 4 25.452 .001
Measurement 4 11.338 .050
Quantity 4 71.194 .001
Designer 4 67.316 .00]
Brand name 4 30.515 .001
Coordinate method 4 23.356 .001
Appropriateness as gift 4 ]3.665 .010
Payment method 4 54.771 .001
Easy payment price 4 32.539 .001
Delivery 4 60,982 .001
Special delivery service 4 17.913 ,010
Money back guarantee 4 14.990 .010
Other users' opinion 4 14. ]63 .010

Importance of Information Content

Among 23 information cues. the nine highest rated attributes whell considering

buying a high perceived risk product are listed in Table 5. The five point scale was used.

with 1= not at all and 5= a great deal. American respondents reported information about

size was the most expected clothing attribute (M= 4.75) when considering purchase of a

wlI1ter coat from television shopping programs. Information about price (M= 4.71).

money-back guarantee (M= 4.63). and color (M= 4.54) followed respectively. Korean

respondents expected information about price (M= 4.58), followed by information about

money-back guarantee (M= 4.55), quality (M= 4.52). and size (M= 4.41).
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Table 5. Important information cue for a high ri k product

American ( =196) M Korean ( =202) M

I Size 4.75
2 Price 4.71
3 Money back guarantee 4.63
4 Color 4.54
5 Measurement 4.52
6 Quality 4.49
7 Delivery 4.38
8 Payment method 4.35
9 Stylish/fashion 4.31

I=not at all 5= a great deal

Price
Money ba k guarantee
Quality
Size
Color
Measurement
Stylish/fashion
Order takers' number
Care method

4.58
4.55
4.52
4.41
4.38
4.28
4.05
4.05
3.96

Among 23 information cues, the mean scores for the nine highest rated attributes

when considering buying a low perceived risk product are listed in Table 6. The five

point scale was used, with 1= not at all and 5= a great deal. American respondents

reported information about size was most expected clothing information cue when

considering buying underwear from a television shopping channel (M= 4.75).

Information about price (M= 4.64), measurement (M= 4.62), and quality (M= 4.51 ~

followed re pectlvely. Korean respondents expected Information about price most (M=

4.51). lnformation aboLlt quality (M= 4.49), measurement (M= 4.45), and size

information (M= 4.44) followed respectively.
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Table 6. Important information cue for a low ri k produ t

American ( =196) M Korean ( =202) M

I Size 4.75 Price 4.51
2 Price 4.64 Quality 4.49
3 Measurement 4.62 Measurement 4.45
4 Quality 4.51 Size 4.44
5 Color 4.47 Money back guarantee 4.40
6 Money back guarantee 4.47 Fiber content 4.17
7 Payment method 4.41 Color 4.15
8 Delivery 4.30 Fabric hand 4.03
9 Stylish/fashion 4.18 Order takers' number 3.98

1= not at all 5= a great deal

Testing the Hypotheses

The hypotheses were organized into two groups. Group J hypotheses were

concerned with the level of perceived risk of American and Korean respondents involving

two hypothesized buying situations. Group II hypothe 'es w~re concerned with the

relationship between the level of perceived risk and information expectations.

Group I Hypotheses

Questions concerning each Iypes of perceived risk are presented in Figure 4.

The perception of each type of risk was determined by averaging the rating of each item

to create a composite score. For instance, the perception of performance rik was

determined by averaging scores for the four questions concerning the degree of

Imp0rlance of performance aspects of merchandise, such as quality and fit. Data were

entered into a 2 (nationality) x 5 (rISk dimensions) ANOV A.
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Figure 4. Perceived ri 'k and mea. urement

Perfonnance risk • J would b concerned that th fit of the appar I
would be unsatisfactory.

• I would be concerned that the appar I quality
would be unsatisfactory.

• I would be concerned that I cou Idn' t tryon the
apparel.

• I would be concerned that I couldn't touch or
feel the merchandise.

Financial risk • I would be concerned that it would b difficult
to get my money back

• J would be concerned that it will be more
expensive than when I shop in a retail store.

Social risk • I would be concerned that my friends would not
approve.

Time/convenience risk • J would be concerned that I would be placed on
"hold" for long period of time

• I would be concerned that the merchandise will
be back order.

• I would be concerned that customer service
representatives will be informed about color.
sizing, fabrics and care.

• I w uld be concerned that custom r service
representatives will not know the order will
arrive at my door.

Overall ri.k • How risky is buying a winter coallunderwe:.ll"
from television shopping channels')

HI: Korean shoppers will perceive higher performance risk than American

shoppers in relation to buying a high perceived risk product.

The results of ANOY A showed that the level of performance risk and the

respondents' nationality were related (F= 8.20 I, p< .0 I), with Korean respondents less

concerned with performance risk than American respondents. (See Table 7.) The
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perception of performance ri k wa higher (M= 4.16) for American re pond nt than for

Korean respondent (M= 3.96). ( ee Table 8.) Therefor, H 1 was not supported.

Table 7. Summary of ANOVA finding for the relation
between nationality and perceived ri k
for a high ri k product

Risk

Performance
Financial
Social
Time/convenience
Overall

df F

8.201
.147

5.633
49.177

1.662

p

.004*

.702

.018*

.000*

.198

* =Significant at p < .05

Table 8. Means for perceived risk for a high risk product

Risk American
(N=196)

Korean
( =202)

Performance* Mean 4.16 3.96
Std. Deviation .6l .69

Financial Mean 3.53 3.57
Std. Deviation .85 .88

Social* Mean 1.96 2.19
Std. Deviation .83 1.07

Time/convenience* Mean 3.26 2.73
Std. Deviation .73 .79

Overall Mean 3.79 3.68
Std. Deviation .90 .85

I= Strongly disagree 5= Strongly agree '" = Significant at p < .05

H 2: Korean shoppers will perceive higher financial risk than American shopper in

relation to buying a high perceived risk product.
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The re ults of OVA indicated that the relation between th level of financial

T1 k and the respondents' nationality was not tatistically ignificanl. ( ee Table 7.) Table

8 show that the concern about financial risk was only lightl low r (M= 3.53) for

American respondents than for Korean re pondents (M= 3.57). Therefore, H 2 was not

, upported.

H 3: Korean shoppers will perceive higher social risk than American shoppers in

relation to buying a high perceived risk product.

The results of A OVA showed that the level of ocia] risk and the respondents'

nationality were significantly related (F= 5.633, p< .05), with Korean respondents more

concerned with social risk than American respondents. ( ee Table 7.) The concern about

social fisk was lower (M= J .96) for American respondents than for Korean respondents

(M= 2.19). (See Table 8.) Therefore, H 3 was supported.

H 4: Korean shoppers \VilI perceive higher time/convenience risk than American

shoppers in relation to buying a high perceived risk product.

The results of ANOVA indicated that the level of time/convenience risk and the

respondents' nationality were significantly related (F= 49. J77, p< .00 I), with Korean

respondents less concerned \vith lime/convenience risk than American respondents. (Sec

Table 7.) The concern about time/convenience risk was higher (M= 3.26) for Amcncan

respondents than for Korean respondents (M= 2.73). (See Table 8.) Therefore, H 4 was

not supported.
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H 5: Korean shoppers will perceive higher overall risk than American hopper in

relation to buying a high perceived ri k product.

The results of A OVA showed that the relation betw en the Ie el of overall risk

and the re pondents' nationality was not statio tically . ignificant. (See Table 7.) The I vel

of overall risk was only slightly higher (M= 3.79) for American respondents than f r

Korean respondents (M=: 3.68). (See Table 8.) Ther fore, H 5 was not ·upported.

H 6: Korean shoppers will perceive higher performance risk than American

shoppers in relation to buying a low perceived risk product.

The results of ANOYA showed that the level of performance risk and the

respondents' nationality were significantly related (F= 43.574, P< .001), with Korean

respondents less concerned with pelformance risk than American respondents. eSe

Table 9.) The concern about performance risk was higher (M= 4.31) for American

respondents than f r Korean respondents (M= 3.81). ( e Table 10.) Therefore, H 6 was

not supported.

Table 9. Summary of ANOYA findings for the relation
between nationality and perceived risk
for a low risk product

Risk df F P

Performance 43.574 .000*
Financial .30 I .584

Social 3.273 .071

Time/convenience 38.075 .OOO~

Overall 34.425 .000*

'" =: Significant at p < .05
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H 7: Korean shoppers will perceive higher financial risk than American shoppers

in relation to buying a 10\,,; perceived risk product.

The results of ANOYA indicated that the relation between the level of finan ia!

risk and the respondents' nationality was not tatistically significant. ( ee Table 9.) The

concern about financial risk wa lightly higher (M= 3.71) for Korean respondents than

for American respondents (M= 3.66). (See Table 10.) Therefore, H 7 was not supported.

H 8: Korean shoppers will perceive higher social risk than American shoppers in

relation to buying a low perceived risk product.

The results of ANOYA showed that the relation between the level of social risk

and the respondents' nationality was not statistically significant. (See Table 9.) The

concern about social risk was not significantly higher (M= 2.08) for American

respondents than for Korean respondents (M= 1.89). ( ee Table 10.) Therefore, H 8 was

not supported.

H 9: Korean shoppers will perceive higher time/convenience risk than American

shoppers in relation to buying a low perceived risk product.

The results of ANOYA showed that the level of time/convenience risk and the

respondents' nationality were significantly related (F= 38.075, p< .00 I), with Korean

respondents less concerned with time/convenience risk than American respondents. (Sec

Table 9.) The concern about time/convenience risk was higher (M= 3.35) for American
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respondents than for Korean respondents (M= 2.83). ( ee Tabl 10.) Therefore. H 9 was

not supported.

H 10: Korean shoppers will perceive higher overall risk than American shopper

in relation to buying a low perceived risk product.

The results of ANOV A showed that the level of overall ri k and the respondents'

nationality were significantly related (F= 34.425, p< .0(1), with K rean Ie s concerned

with overall risk than American respondents. (See Table 9.) The concern about overall

risk was higher (M= 4.12) for American respondents than for Korean re:pondents (M=

3.54). (See Table 10.l Therefore, H 10 was not supported.

Table 10. Means for percei ved risks for a low fisk product

Risk American Korean
(N= 196) (N=202)

Performance* Mean 4.31 3.81
Std. Deviation .67 .83

Financial Mean 3.66 3.71
Std. D viation .93 .87

Social Mean 2.08 1.~9

Std. Deviation 1.05 1.05
Time/convenience* Mean 3.35 2.83

Std. Deviation .86 .80
OveralJ* Mean 4.12 3.54

Std. Deviation 1.00 .94

I=Strongly disagree 5= Strongly agree * = Significant at p < .05
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Group II Hypothe. e

This group of hypothe e i concerned with a compan on f respondents' risk

perceptions and their information expectations without con erning nationality. b cause no

difference were found between American and Korean re pondent· in regards to this

relationship. The perception of risk was u 'ed to create two groups, a low perceived ri 'k

group and a high perceived risk group for each type of risk. The re pondents who ranked

the risk components from 1.00 to 3.00 were labeled as being in the low risk group. Those

ranking the risk from 3.01 to 5.00 were labeled as being in the high risk group.

Information expectation was determined by mean cores for both low and high risk

groups. Chl-sguare analysis was used because the high and low perceived risk groups

were unbalanced.

H 11: If a shopper perceives higher performance risk in relation to buying a high

perceived risk product, then he/she will expect more information about

selected clothing and service attributes.

The results of chi-square analysis indicated that there was a significant difference

in information expectations between low performance risk and high performance risk

group (X 2= 100.624, p< .00 I). (See Table I I.) A m;ljorily (90%) of the respondents were

in the high performance risk group (n= 358), and only ten percent of the respondents were

in the low performance risk group (n= 40). The information expectations were higher

(M= 89.47) for the high performance risk group than for the low performance risk group

(M= 84.75) (See Table 12.) Therefore. H II was supported.
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Table 1J. Summary of chi-square analy i for the relation between
the level of rio k and information xpectations
for a high risk product

Ri k DV df X2 p

Performance Inf. Expectation 57 100.624 .000*
Financial Inf. Expectation 57 45.893 .854
Social Inf. Expectation 57 42.286 .927
Time/con. InL Expect3tlon 57 65.439 .207
Overall Info Expectation 57 60.530 .350

* = Significant at p< .05

Table 12. Frequency distribution for the respondents in risk groups amI
information expectations for a high risk product

N Mean Std. Deviation

Performance* Low 40 84.75 14.98
High 358 89.47 12.29

Financial Low 138 88.09 12.63
High 260 89.47 12.65

Social Low 372 88.89 12.48
High 26 90.46 15.00

Time/convenience Low 225 86.86 12.45
High 173 91.77 12.39

Overall Low 136 86.10 13.11
Hiah 262 90.50 12.15

0

* =Significant at p< .05

H 12: If a shopper perceives higher financial risk in relation to buying a high

perceived risk product, then he/she will expect a greater amount of

information about selected clothing and service attributes.
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The result of chi-square analysis indicated that the differenc in infonnation

expectation between low financial risk and high financial ri k group wa not stati tically

significant. (See Table 11.) Thirty-five percent of the respond I1ts were in low financial

risk group (n= 138), and sixty-five percent of the respondents were in high financial ri 'k

group (n= 260). The information expectations were higher (M= 89.47) for the high

financial risk group than for the low financial ri k group (M= 88.09), but not significantly

different. (See Table 12.) Therefore. H 12 was not supported.

H 13: If a shopper perceives higher social risk in relation to buying a high

perceived risk product, then he/she will expect a greater amount of

information about selected clothing and service attributes.

The results of chi-square analysis showed that the difference in information

expectations between low social risk and high social risk groups was not statistically

significant. (See Table II.) A majority (93.5%) of the respondents were in low social

ri k group (n= 372), and 6.5 percent of the respondents wer in high social risk group (n=

26). Information expectations were higher (M= 90.46) for the high social risk group than

for the low social risk group (M= 88.89), but not significantly different. (See Table 12.)

Therefore, H 13 was not supported.

H 14: If a shopper perceives higher time/convenience risk in relation to buying a

high perceived risk product, then he/she will expect a greater amount of

information about selected clothing and service attributes.
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The re ult of chi-square analy is howed that the difference in information

expectation' between low risk and high rio k groups was not stati 'tically ignificant. ( ee

Table II.) Fifty-six percent of the respondents were in low time/con enien ri k group

(n= 225), and forty-four percent of the re pondent were in high time/ onveni nce risk

group I.n= 173). Information expectations were higher for the high time/convenienc risk

group (M= 91.77) than for the low time/convenience ri 'k group (M= 86. 6), but not

significantly different. (Sec Table 12.) Therefore, H 14 was not supported.

H 15: If a shopper perceives higher overall risk in relation to buying a high

perceived risk product, then he/she will expect a greater amount of

information about seJected clothing and service attributes.

The results of chi-square analysis showed that the difference in Information

expectalion~ between Jaw risk and high ri, k groups was not statistically significant. (See

Table II.) Thirty-four percent of the respondents were in low overall risk group (n=

136), and sixty-six percent of the respondents were in hIgh overall risk group (n= 262).

Information expectations were higher for the high overall risk group (M= 90.50) thall for

the low overall risk group (M= 86.10), but not SIgnificantly different. (Sec Table 12.)

Therefore, H 15 was not supported.

H ]6: If a shopper perceives higher performance risk in reJation to buying a low

perceh'ed risk product, then he/she will expect a greater amount of

information about selected clothing and service attrihutes.
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The re ult of chi-square analy i indicated that the differ nc in information

expectation between low perfonnance ri k and high performance risk group was not

statistically, ignificant. (See Table 13.) Eighty-seven percent of the r pondenL were in

high performance risk group (n= 345), and only thirteen perc nt of the r spondents w r

in low performance ri k group (n= 53). Information expectations w re higher for the high

performance risk group (M= 88.16) than for th low performance rL·k group (M= 81.15),

but not significantly different. (See Table 14.) Therefore, H 16 was not supported.

Table 13. Summary of chi-square analysis for the r lation between
the level of risk and information expectations
for a low risk product

Risk DV df X2 P

Performance Inf. Expectation 59 77.603 .053
Financial Inf. Expectation 59 79.432 .039*
Social lnf. Expectation 59 107.514 .000*
Time/con Inf. Expectation S9 110.469 .000*
Overall Inf. Expectation S9 100.463 .00 1*

* = Significant at p< .05

H 17: If a shopper perceives higher financial risk in relation to buying a low

perceived risk product, then he/she will expect a greater amollnt of

information about selected clothing and service attributes.

The results of chi-square analysi. indicated that the difference in information

expectations between low financial risk and high financial risk group was sip:nificant (X 2=

79432, p< .05). (See Table 13.) Sixty-nine percent of the respondents were III high

financial risk group (n= 273 J, and thirty-one percent of the respondents were in Jow

financial risk group (n= 125). Information expectations were higher for the high financial
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risk group (M= 8.61) than for th low financial risk group (M= 4.21). ( ee Table 14.)

Therefore, H 17 wa' supPorled.

H 18: If 3 shopper perceives higher social risk in relation to buying a low perceived

risk product, then he/she will expect a greater amount of information about

selected clothing and service attributes.

The results of chi-square analy. is mdicated that the differ nee in information

expectations between low social risk and high social risk group was significant (X2=

107.5 J4, p< .001). (See Table 13.) inety-two percent of the re 'pondenls were in high

social risk group (N= 368). and only eight percent of the respondents were in low social

ri k group (N= 30). Information expectations were higher for the high social risk group

(M= 92.77) than for the low social risk group (M= 86.77). (See Table 14.) Therefore, H

18 was supported.

H J9: If a shopper perceives higher time/convenience risk in relation to buying a

low perceived risk product, then he/she will expect a greater amount of

information about selected clothing and service attributes.

The results of chi-square analysis indicated that the difference in information

expectations between Jaw time/convenience risk and high time/convenience ri~k group

was significant (X 2=110.469, p< .00 I). (See Table 13.) Forty-five percent of the

respondents were in high time/convenience risk group (n= 178). and fifty-five percent of

the respondents were in Jow time/convenience risk group (n= 220). Information

expectations were higher for the hIgh time/convenience risk group (M= 930) than for the
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low time/convenience risk group (M= 82.5 -). ( ee Table 14.) Therefore, H 19 \i as

supported.

H20: If a shopper perceives higher overall risk in relation to buying a low perceived

risk product, then he/she will expect a greater amount of information about

selected clothing and service attributes.

The results of chi-square analysis indicated that the difference in information

expectations between low overall risk and high overall risk group was significant (X2=

100.463, p< .01). (See Table 13.) Sixty-six percent of the re pondents were in high

overall risk group (n= 261), and thirty-four percent of the re pondents were in low overall

risk group (n= 137). Information expectations were higher for the high overall risk group

(M= 90.53) than for the low overall risk group (M= 80.93). (See Table 14.) Therefore,

H 20 was supported.

Table 14. Frequency distribution for the respondents in risk groups and
Information expectations for a Jow risk product

N Mean Std. Deviation

Performance Low 53 81.15 16.51
High 345 88.16 13.88

Financial* Low 125 84.21 15.83
High 273 88.6J 13.56

Social''' Low 368 86.77 13.53
High 30 92.77 22.39

Time/con venience* Low 220 82.55 13.63
High 178 93,00 13.29

OveraJl * Low 137 80.93 13.45
High 261 90.53 13.84

* = Significant at p< ,05
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Chapter 5

Discussion

This research examined the important information cues, the perception of

perceived risk and information expectation', including selected clothing and service

information cues, in two hypothesized buying situations in two different countries with

television shoppll1g channels. Television shopping programs in Kor a have been

broadca t since August. [995 ("An unexpected", 1995), while those in U.S. were air d

since 1982 (PopeiL 1995).

The research was conducted in two countries. and the sample consist d of 196

American female students at Oklahoma State University and 202 Korean female tudents

at two women's universitIes in Seoul, Korea. Use of student limits the generalization of

the study but homogeneity of the samples in education levels ancl age distributions allows

for a strict testing of the relationships among the constructs (Tansuhaj. Gentry, John.

Manzer & eho, 1991).

Data were analyzed llsing analysis of variance and chi-square analysis to identify

significant differences in the perception of perceived risk ancl information expectations

between American and Korean shoppers.

Differences in Experience with Television Shopping Channels

A significant difference was found in the percentage of American and Korean

respondents who had experience with televiSIOn shopping channels. More American

respondents have watched televIsion shoppIng channel. than Korean respondents. A

possible explanation involves differences in availability of cable television. In Korea.
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the percentage of distribution of cable TV i er low be au e of the technical

difficultie . The cable TV y tern operators ar located in Korea's six large t citi

Seoul, Inchon, Daejon, Pu an. Taeguu, and Kwangju. The remaining provincial areas

currently have no system operator and no cable TV ("Korea to licens ", 1997). In oul.

only 4.6 percent of households are wired ("An unexpected' , 1995).

A significant difference was found in the frequ ncy of watching a television

shopping channel between American and Korean respondents. American respondents

watched Ie often than Korean re pondents. The 24-hour. ervice of cable television

shopping channels may attract consumers in Korea. In Korea, network televisions are

allowed to broadcast only four hours in the morning and 5:30 p.m. to midnight 011

weekdays (Kilburn, 1995). Therefore, during afternoon and early morning, there are

nothing to watch but cable television including television shopping channels.

A very small percent of the respondents in the US and Korea have purchased

apparel products via television shopping. The most frequently purchased product was

jewelry. This finding is in agreement with Darian (1987) who found that women's

hosiery and accessones were most frequently in-home purchased merchandise.

Differences in Information Expectations

Significant differences were found in information expectations about size,

mea. urement, desIgner, brand name, payment method, easy payment price, delivery,

special delivery serVIce, order takers' phone number, and other users' opinion between

American and Korean respondents when considering buying a high perceived risk product

from a television shopping channel. Information expectations for all information cues
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were greater for American reo pondent than for Korean I' . pondent , e c pt information

expectation for the order takers' phone number.

In addition, significant diff rence were found in information exp ctation. f I'

color. styli hlfa hion, fabric structure, size. mea.urem nt, quantity, de. ign 1', brand name.

coordinate method. appropn::lteness as gift, payment method, easy payment price,

delivery. special delivery service, money back guarantee, and other users' opinion

between American ami Korean respondents when considering buying a low perceiv d risk

product. Information expectations for all information cues were greater for mencan

respondents than for Korean respondents, except information expectation for

appropriateness as gift. These findings are in agreement with Taylor, Miracle. and

Wilson (1997) who found US subjects responded more favorably to commercials with

high information level than did the Korean subjects.

Importance of Information Content

Among 23 informati.on cues, information about size or merchandise was expected

most by the American respondents when considering buying both high and low perceived

risk products via televi 'ion shopping. This finding in relation to low perceived risk

product is consistent with those of Cox and Rich (] 964) who found the frequently

purchased merchandise. such as underwear. in the depanment telephone shopping were

low perceived risk products because these products can be identified by brand. size. or

color. If a product can be identified by a certain attribute, it is obvious for shoppers to

expect greater information about that certain atlribute.

Korean respondents expected information about price most when considering

buying both high and low perceived risk products. This finding is in agreement with
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Seitz (1988) who found price wa con idered a very important fa tor to clothing

purcha es made through catalog by .. re pondent . Thi finding also support tho e of

Martin (1972) who found that over fifty percent of the participant considered pri ea. the

prime factor in their buying d CISlon.

Testing Hypotheses

Twenty hypothe es were generated from the process model for perceived risk and

information search given in Chapter 1. However, the results of the analyses yielded only

partial support in the hypotheses tested. (See Table 15.) Therefore. the process model for

perceived risk and information search was revised as follows. (See Figure 5.)

Figure 5. Revised process model for perceived risk and information search
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The re, ult of this study ugge t that the con urn r' e aluation of a situation may

be influenced by hi /her culture in purcha ing situations. ulture therefor influences

consumer's perception of risk components; performance risk, financial ri k, ocial risk,

time/convenience risk. and overall ri k. Each component of perceiv d risk influence. the

consumer's expectations about what information hould be provided b the eller. If a

consumer's information expectations are not satisfied, then h / he will feel a need for

additional information. Felt need for information may lead to information search

behavior as one of several possible risk-reducing strategies. If the consumer acquires

additional information, then he/she will evaluate that information and make a decision to

buy or not to buy.

Group I

The results of analyses yield partial support of the first group of hypotheses tested.

(See Figure IS.) Significant differences existed in the level of performance risk, social

ri k, and time/convenience risk between American and Korean respondents for a high

perc ived risk product. Significant differences also existed ill the level of performance

rIsk, time/convenience risk. and overall risk between American and Korean respondents

for a low percei ved risk product. The mean scores of performance risk, time/convenience

risk. and overall risk for the American respondents were SIgnificantly higher than for the

Korean respondents. It appears that perceived risk is a less important determinant of

purchase behavior via television shopping channels in Korea than in the U.. A pOSSible

explanation of these lower risk perceptions might be the fatalism which characterizes

Korean society (Tansuhaj et aI., 1991). Koreans are described as feeling they have much

less control over their destmy than Americans. These feelings exist across all socio-
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economic clas es in Korea, in luding college tudents, which were the focu of thi

research. Another cro . -national study of p rceiv d risk (Hoover, Gr en ' aegert,

1978) also found the level of perceived risk for the American re pondent was higher

than for the Mexican respondents. They concluded that cultural differen s (i .. ,

fatalism) impact consumers' perception of risk in two countries.

However, the level of social risk for Korean respondent was higher than for the

American respondent in a high perceived risk product buying situation. A po sible

explanation might be the collectivism that is reported to characterize Korean society. In

Korea, the self is conceived as part of the larger social context surrounding the individual,

in which the mdividuallearns to subordmate himself to a larger social system whos

members are linked by close emotional bonds. To maintain the solidarity of the members

constituting the group, the individual learns to see how his fellow members are feeling

rather than how to assert his individuality (Taylor. Miracle, & Wilson. J997). Therefore.

buying a winter coat leads to higher perceIved social risk for Koreans.

The rank order of the risk dimensions for both high ancllow perceived risk

products went from performance fisk, through financIal risk and time/convenience risk to

social risk for both American and Korean respondents. These findings are contrary to

Jacoby and Kaplan (1972) who found social risk was the first in the order of the risk

components for the three apparel products (i.e,. suit. overcoat. and dress shoes),

Group n

The results of analyses yield partial support of the second group of hypotheses

tested, (See Figure 15.) A significant relationship was found in the perception of risk

dimenslOlls and information expectations. The respondents who were in the high
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perfonnance ri. k group expected more information than tho e ho were in the I w

performance rio k. group for a high perceived ri 'k product. Furthermor , the respondents

who were in the high financial ri k, social ri k. time/convenienc ri k, and overall risk

group expected more information than those in low perceived risk. group for a low

perceived risk product. Although the statisti al significance was weak. between low and

high perceived risk groups for the remaining ri k dimensions and information

expectations, high risk perceivers expected more information than those in low perceived

risk group. These findings are consistent with theory of perceived risk. These findings

are consistent with Lutz and Reilly (1973) who fOllnd that consumers tend to use more

sources of information when faced with a high degree of perceived performance risk.

These findings also support Cunningham (1966) who found that consumers perceiving

high risk were more likely to initiate conversatIons and to request information than were

those in low perceived risk group. These findings suppon the view of the high risk

perceiver as one who reduces risk through information seeking.

Table 15 Hypotheses

Grou othesis Su oned Grou _othesis Su p_orted_

I no II yes
2 no 12 no
3 yes 13 no
4 no 14 no
5 no 15 no
6 no 16 no
7 no 17 yes
8 no 18 yes
9 no 19 yes

10 no 20 yes
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Chapter 6

Conclusions and Implications

This rese:1rch examined the important informati n cues, the perception of

perceived risk and information expectations, including :elected clothing and service

information cue, in relation to two hypothesized buying situations in two different

countries wIth televi. ion shopping channels, The re earch was conducted in two

countries, and data were collected through a survey in selected cIa. ses. The sample

consisted of 196 American female students at Oklahoma State University in Stillwater.

Oklahoma and 202 Korean female students at two women's universities in Seoul. Korea.

Data were analyzed using analysis of variance and chi-square analysis to identify

significant differences in the perception of perceived risk and information expectations

between AmerIcan and Korean shoppers.

Ninety-two percent of American respondents were between 18 and 22, while only

eight percent were 23 or older. For Korean respondents. sixty-six percent were between

18 and 22, and thirty-four percent were 23 or older. A majority of American and Korean

respondents were single (88 percent vs. 97 percent).

A majority (99 %) of American respondents were in undergraduate program,

while eighty-four percent of Korean respondents were in undergraduate program. Fifty

seven percent of American respondents and eleven percent of Korean respondents were in

the College of Human Environment Science. Thirteen percent of Ameri an respondents

and forty-one percent of Korean respond nts were in the College of Arts and Sciences

Eighteen percent of American respondents and nine percent of Korean respondents were
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in the College of Bu ine s Admini tration. Eight per ent f American re p ndent and

nine percent of Korean re,pondents were in the Colleg of Education. Only three per nt

of American re pondents and thirty percent of Korean r pondents were in another

college.

A significant difference was found in the percentage of American and Korean

respondents who had experience with television shopping channels. More American

respondents have watched television shopping channels than Korean respondents.

A significant difference was found in the frequency of watching a televisi n

shopping channel between American and Korean respondents. American respondents

watched less often than Korean respondents.

A very small percent of the respondents in the US and Korea have purchased

apparel products via televi ion shopping. The most frequently purchased product was

jewelry.

Significant differ nces were found in information expectations about size.

measurement. designer, brand name, payment method, easy payment price, delivery.

special delivery service, order takers' phone number, and other users' opinion between

American and Korean respondents when considering buying a hIgh perceived risk producl

from a television hopping channel. Information expectations for all information cues

were greater for American respondents than for Korean respondents. except information

expectation. for the order takers' phone number.

In additIon, significant differences were found 1n Information expectations for

color, stylJsh/fashion, fabric structure, size, measurement, quantity, designer, brand name,

coordinate method, appropnateness as gift. payment method. easy payment price,
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delivery, special delivery service, money back guarantee, and ther u ers' pinIon

between American and Korean respondents when con idering buying a low per ei ed risk

product. lnf rmation expectations for all information cues were greater for Ameri an

respondents than for Korean re pondent , except infonnation expectation for

appropriateness as gift.

Among 23 information cues, information abollt size of merchandi e was expected

most by the American respondents when considering buying both high and low perceived

risk products via television shopping. Korean respondents expected information about

price most when considering buying both high and low perceived risk products.

The results of ANOYA using 2 (Nationality) x 5 (risk dimensions) indicated

significant differences existed in the level of performance risk, social risk, and

time/convenience risk between American and Korean respondent for a high perceived

risk product. Significant differences al 0 existed in the level of pelformance risk,

time/convenience risk, and overall risk between American and Korean respondents for a

low perceived risk product. The mean scores of performance risk, time/convenience risk,

and overall risk for the American respondents were significantly higher than found in the

Korean respondents. However, the level of social risk for Korean respondents was higher

than for the American respondents in a high perceived risk product buying situation.

Results indicated the rank order of the risk dimensions for hoth high and low

perceived risk products went from performance risk. through financial risk and

time/convenience risk to social risk for both American and Korean re pondents.

Results of chi-square analysis showed a significant relationship between the

perception of risk dimensions and information expectations. The respondents who were
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in the high perfonnance risk group expected more information than tho e who were in the

low performance risk group for a high perceived ri, k product. Furthermore, the

respondents who were in the high financial risk, social ri k, tim Iconveni n risk, and

overall risk group expected more information than those in low perceived ri 'k group for a

low perceived risk product.

According to Bettman (1973), perceived risk consists ot two components:

inherent risk and handled risk. Inherent risk is associated with the product clas , while

handled risk is the amount of conflict the product class engenders when the con umer

chooses a brand from that product class in hislher usual buying situation. In the case of

apparel products, consumers may feel there is a great deal of inherent risk associated with

the product class. However, acquiring enough information to evaluate alternatives may

help them to reduce the risk level.

The findings show that American respondents generally had higher perceived risk

level than Korear. re ·pondents. The high risk level exhibited by Americ~n . may be a

result of pan history. Consum rism is not well established in Korea (Rhec & Lee, 1996).

Koreans have not been provided with product information and may not expect it to be

provided. Risk may also not be as important a factor for Korean consumers, who view

American-made products as higher quality than Korean-made products. As the

respondents were aware that thiS was an American study, they may have assumed the

apparel was American-made and thus better quality, If so, risk was reduced for the

Korean respondents. In the other hand, Americans tend to be skeptical of claims and may

view any shopping experience as riskier.
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In conelu ion, results of tati tical analy s yield partial support of th h potheses

tested. Hypothe es 1,2,4.5.6,7,8,9, 10,12,13,14,15, and 16 were not supported,

while hypothese 3. 11,17,18,19, and 20 were upported.

Implications

Although this research must be qualified by the fact that the study employ d only

limited samples and wa concerned with only one other country, the findings illu trate

how marketers may have to question some of their assumptions about consumer behavior

when they venture outside of the U.S. Furthermore. the findings of this research in

regards to the process model for perceived risk and information search offer several

implications for the marketers.

As we found in this study, a very small percent of television sh pping channel

viewers have purchased apparel products. Marketers should note the importance of

implementing programs to educate can. umers regarding the benefits of television

shopping. In addition, such programs can stress clothing information and service

information so that consumers and make satisfactory clothing purchases.

According to Martin (1972), consumers indicated that they used information

supplied by sellers when buying fashion goods in retail stores. Therefore, host/hostess on

television shoppll1g programs and order taker/sales representatives play very important

roles as eIJers who provide information for television shoppers. Marketers should

educate and inform hostlhostess and order taker/sales representatives continuously.

As in-home shopping moves into internet shopping, marketers need to locate

opportunities, efficiently delineate markets, and create more intelJigent marketing

strategies. To do so, marketers need a comprehensive. current, and detailed data base.
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From the literature review, perceived ri k was the most important determinant in

discriminating shoppers and non-shoppers of television shopping (Kwon, Paek & Arzeni,

1991). Therefore, marketers associated with television shopping networks should

establish risk-reducing strategies for consumers. For instance, marketers may address

consumers' concerns by allowing risk-free trial or providing another method to increase

consumers confidence.

Implications for international marketers suggest that merchandise dIrected toward

the American market should have standardized or detailed size information, Merchandise

should be identified by size, because American shoppers were very concerned about

performance risk very much and expected information about size most. For the Korean

market, marketers should formulate marketing strategies aimed at the pOSSIble financial

advantages. For Il1stance, giving price discounts to the membership card holders or

providing a free gift can help consumers' price perception.

Recommendations

The findings of this study suggest several areas for the future research

First. it would be valuable to replicate and expand on the results of the present

study using a larger sample. The replicated research would prOVide more evidences for

the process model for perceived risk and information search. In addition, an <lnalysi.s of

data on demographic variables of gender. age, income, education level, and geographic

location would help to explain the relationship between the perception of perceived risk

and informatIon expectations.

Second, the researcher must deal with additional ventures in conducting cross

cultural analyses. Accurate translation of qllestionnallTs to achieve conceptual
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equivalency in meaning of terminology and u ing the same data coil ction method are

imperative.

Third, it would be valuabl to inve tigat the p r eived ri k associated with other

product categorie and buying ituallons, For instance, there are differences in the

perceptions of risk dimensions between buying for "self' and bu ing for "other" as gift.

Fourth, it would be valuable to investigate other risk-reducing tactics of in-home

shoppers using television shopping network. Perceived risk is considered as a very

important reason for consumers to be reluctant to shop via t levision shopping.

Therefore, it is important to know how consumers handle their perceived risk,

FifLh, It would be valuable to investigate the in-home shopping decision process.

For instance, how do in-home shoppers using television shopping networks search for

information, evaluate it, and arrive at purchase decision') Understanding the in-home

shopping decision making process can be vital in selectmg and implementing marketing

trategy,

Sixth. the present research utilized a television shoppmg channel as a informatioll

source, Thereafter, different types of information cues were expected to be found on

television shopping programs for the respondents. However, if consumers use other types

of information sources, do they expect the same type of information cue as the present

research'? The researchers should investigate the relationship between the types of

mformation sources and the types of information cues that arc considered as important

factors,
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Appendix A

CO SE TFOR 1

I hereby authorize or direct Dr. Nancy tanforth and oo-Ran Kim to perform the
following treatment or procedur

The questionnaire will be given to you to complete. The purpose of this stud is to
determine informational needs f consumer. when shopping from a television 'hopping
channel. The entire procedure will take about 10 minutes. Your answers are absolutely
confidential and no identification will be associated with any of your answers. The
participant is not ellgible for any bonus points as a result of the completion of the
questionnaire.

Individual wishing to further about the study may contact Dr. Nancy Stanforth at (405)
744-5035 or Soo-Ran Kim at (405) 377-2448. I may also contact Gay Clarkson, IRB
Executive Secretary, 305 Whitehurst, Oklahoma State University, Stillwater, OK 74078:
telephone number (405) 744-5700.

I have read and fully understand the consent form. I sign it freely and voluntarily.

Signed:
Signature of Subject



Appendix B

Que tionnaires

The following que tionnaire pertain 10 buying apparel products from a T home shopping channel. The
intent of the tudy is to better understand the need and altitudes of consumers toward TV home shopping.
Please read carefully and answer the qu stions.

1. Have you purcha cd any produ '1 from the TV home shopping channel~'.'

Yes No

If yes, what was that product (most recent pur 'hased)'? _
Did you njoy the product')
j 2 4 5

not at all absolutely yc~

') Have you purchased any apparel product from the TV home shoppin~ channels')

Yes No

5
absolutely yes

4

If yes, what was that product (most recent purchased)'.' _
Did you enjoy the product')
123

not at all
3. Have you watched TV home sharping channel'l

Yes No

If yes, how often do you watch TV home shopping channel"
____Every day
____5-6 times a week
____2-4 times a week
____Once a week
____Less than once a week

4. Imagine that you arc considering buying a winter coat from the TV Shl'pplng chJnncl
Indicate your feelings about the following statements.

I
Strongly disagree

:2
Disagree Neutral

4
Agree

5
Strongly Jgrec

___I would be concerned that the fit of the apparel would he unsatisfactory
___I would be concerned lhat I couldn't tryon the apparel.
___I would be concerned that the apparel quality would he unsatisfJctory

I would he concerned that 1couldn't touch or feelthc merchandise.---
____I would be concerned that it would be difficult to get my money back
___I would be concerned that my friends would not approve.
____I would be concerned that it will be more expensive than when J shop in a retail store.
____I am concerned that I would be placed on "hold" for long periods of time.
___1 am concerned thai the merch~lIldise will be on bJck order.
___I am concerned lhal customer service representatives will nOI he informed anout merchJndisc

color, sizing. fahrics. and C3re.
____I am concerned thai cust lJncr scn'ice representative~ will not know when the

order will arri ye at my door
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5. How risky is buying a winter coat from the TV shopping channel. as far as you are concerned?

) 2 :I 4 5
not at all extremely risky

6. Please. indicate your opinion about how much information you expect to hear from a TV 'hopping
channel when you are considering buying a winter coat from the T shopping channel.

I ",ish they would tell me about Not at all Great deal
Quality 1 :2 3 4 5
Price I :2 3 -t 5
Color I :2 3 4 5
Styli hlFashion 1 :2 :I 4 5
Care method (cleaning instruction) I 2 3 4 5
Fiber content (e.g .. cotton) 1 ') 3 4 5-
Fabric structure (e.g.. knit or woven) I :2 3 4 5
Quantity in 1'0 (# of available inventory) I :2 3 4 5
Size info (available in S. M, & L) I :2 3 4 5
Measurement info(size XL measure 46" Iri the bU:I) I 2 3 4 5
Fabric hand (soft, silky) I :2 :I 4 5
Country origin (made in Italy) I :2 :3 4 5
Designer I :2 3 4 5
Brand name I :2 3 4 :'
How item should be worn/used I :2 3 4 5
Whether item is good as a gift 1 2 3 4 5
Payment method (credit card, personal check) I 2 3 4 5
Easy payment price (monthly pay) I :2 :I 4 5
Delivery info (delivery time) I :2 3 4 :)

Special delivery service (e.g., air express) I 2 3 4 5
Order takers' phone number I 2 :I 4 5
Money back guarantee I 2 3 4 5
Other users' opinions I 2 3 4 5

7. Imagine that you arc conslt.lenng huying underwear (such as panty. hrid'. or hra) from the TV shopping
channel. Indicate your feelings ahllul the t'ollowing statement,.

Strongly disagree
2

Disagree
:I

Neutral
4

Agree
5

Slrongly agree

____I would be concerned thai the fit of Ihe app:uel would he unsi.lIisfaClory.
____I would be concerned thal 1couldn't try on the apparel.
____I would be concerned thaI the apparel quality would be unsatisfactory.
___I would be concerned thaI' couldn't touch or feel the merchandise.
___I would be concerned that it would he difficult to get my money back.
___I would be concerned thal my friends woult.l not approve.
___I would be concerned lhat it will he more expensive lhan when [ shop in a retail qore.
____I am concerned thai I would be placed on "hold" for long perinds of lime
____I am concerned that the merchandise will be on back onkr

I am concerned that customer service representatives willl10t he informet.l ahout merchandIse---
color. sizing. fahrics. and care.
I am concerned that customer service representallves will not know when the order will arri\'e at---
my door
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S. How risky is buying undemear ( uch as panty, brief. or bra) from thc TV shopping hanncl', as far as
you ar 'on 'crned')

I '2 ~ 5
not at all extrcmely risk

9. Please. indi 'ate your opinion about how mu h information you expect to hGar from a TV sharping
hannel whcn you arc 'on 'idering buying underwGar (. u 'h a~ pant" brief. or bra) from a TV shopping

channel.

] wish they would tell me about J ot at all Great deal
Quality I '2 .3 4 ::;
Price 1 '2 .3 ~ :)

Color I
., .3 4 5-

StylishlFashion I 2 .3 ~ :)

Care method (G1caning Instruction) I '2 .3 4 5
Fiber contenl (e.g., colton) I 2 .3 4 5
Fabric structure (e.g., knit or woven) I '2 .3 ~ 5
Quantity info (# of available inventory) J

.,
3 4 :)-

Size info (available in S, M, & L) I 2 3 ~ 5
Mea urement info(size XL measure 46" in thc bust) I 2 3 4 5
Fabric hand ( oft, silky) I 2 .3 4 :)

Country origi n (madc in Italy) I '2 3 4 :)

Dcsigner I '2 3 4 5
Brand namc I '2 .3 4 5
How item should be worn/used I 2 3 4 .5
Whethcr item is gnod as a gift I '2 .3 4 5
Payment method (credit card, per onal check) I '2 3 4 5
Easy payment price (monthly pay) I :2 3 ~ 5
Delivery info (dcli 'cry timc) I 2 3 ~ 5
Special delivery en'ice (e.g., air expre s) 1

,.,
.3 4 5"-

Order takers' phone numbcr I 2 3 4 5
Money back guarantee I 2 3 4 5
Other user, opmlons I :2 3 <I 5

The following are some personal questions about yuu, Yuur answers will he used fur statistical
purpose only,

___23-25
___46-55

___' orhomorc
___Mastcrs

What is your age'.)
___ IX-22
___36-45

What year in school are you'/
___Freshman
____-cnJor

What IS your collegc"
___HES Engineering
___Business Educatl n

What is your 'urrent mantal status')
___Married Singlc

XI

____26-.~:)

____Over 56

____Jun lOr

___Phi)

rt & SCII.:ncc
____Other

ther

___Othcr

___Olhcr



Appendix C

OKLAHOMA STATE UNIVERSITY
INSTITUTIONAL REVIEW BOARD

HUMAN SUBJECT REVIEW

Date: January 15, 1998 IRB #: HE-98-1l39

Proposal Title: PERCEIVED RISK AND INFORMATION EXPECfATIONS TOWARD
TELEVISION SHOPPING CHANNELS: CROSS-NATIONAL STUDY

Principal Invcstigator(s): Nancy Stanforth, Soo-Ran Kim

Reviewed and Processed as: Expediled

Approval Status Recommended by Reviewer(s): Approved

ALL APPROVAI.S MAY BE SUBJECT TO REVIEW BY FULL INSTITUTIONAL REVIEW BOARD AT
NEXT MEETING, AS WELL AS ARE SUBJECT TO MONITORING AT ANY TlME DURING TIlE
APPROVAL PERJOD.
APPROVAL STATUS PERIOD VALID FOR DATA COLLECTION FOR A ONE CALENDAR YEAR
PERIOD AFTER WHICH A CONTINUATION OR RENEWAL REQUEST IS REQUlRED TO BE
SUBMITTED FOR BOARD APPROVAL
ANY MODIFICATIONS TO APPROVED PROJECT MUST ALSO BE SUBMlITED FOR APPROV AL.

-----------=-===

Comments, Modifications/Conditions for Approval or Disapproval arc as follows:

Date January 22, 1998
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VITA

Soo-Ran Kim

Candidate for the d gree of

Ma ter of Science

Thesis: PERCEIVED RISK AND INFORMATIO EXPECT TIONS TOWARD
TELEVISrON SHOPPI G CHAN ELS: A CROSSNATIONAL STUDY

Major Field· Design. Housing. and Merchandising

BiographIcal:
Personal Data: Born in Daejon, Korea, December 9. 1971. the daughter of

Moon-Hwan Kim anti Young-Ja Jung.
Education: Graduated from Han-Bat High School, Daejon, Korea, in Feb, 1990;

received Bachelor of Science degree in Clothing ang Textile from Chung
Nam Nntional University in 1994; completed requirements for Master or
Science degree at Oklahoma State University in July, J 998


